
Full-face 
technology

The name says it all - Unica is Seac's exclusive full-face snorkeling mask. We have meticulously crafted even the smallest details to 
ensure comfort and natural breathing through your nose or your mouth. Its attractive design and patented technical solutions are 
offered in two sizes (for adults, and for people with medium-size faces, perfect for women and children) and a range of colors that 
make Unica truly one of a kind.
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UNICA

1720001000800
1720002000000
1720003000040

Natural breathing, 
just like out of the water, 
with your nose and mouth.

Inner skirt in soft silicone with 
an ample resting surface and 
protection for the entire face.

Valves make water drainage 
quicker and easier.

Internal venting system 
prevents fogging.

Lens in sturdy 
polycarbonate.

Broad and clear range of vision. Mount for video camera.

A safety valve prevents water 
from getting in if it gets dunked 
accidentally.

Brightly colored top 
for maximum visibility 

in the water.

AIR INTAKE

AIR VENT

ACCESSORIES 
CLEAR SNORKEL
CAMERA MOUNT
ELASTIC STRAP

masks
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UNICA NEW
ADULTS

COLOR

UNICA • 1700001
001162
001523
001742

003531
S/KL S/BL

Unica is the full-face snorkeling mask designed and manufactured by Seac. It allows you to explore the world below the water's surface, 
breathing naturally through your nose and mouth. Exhaled air is vented through an exclusive patented system located in the front of the 
mask to make exhaling effortless and eliminate the noise that purge valves make. A separated channeling system for inhaled and exhaled 
air prevents the lens from fogging. The snorkel features a Dry Top to prevent water from entering the tube. Full-spectrum view, with a 180° 
field of vision. The liquid silicone skirt and polycarbonate frame and lens offer enormous comfort.
A comfortable and flexible retaining strap holds the full-face mask to your head. An efficient water purging system uses a dump valve in the 
lower part of the skirt. Available in 2 sizes.

masks

BLUE/ORANGE
BLACK/ORANGE
RED/BLACK
BLACK/LIME
MODEL
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UNICA MD NEW
JUNIOR

COLOR

UNICA MD • 1700002
001132
001162
001531

003523
S/KL S/BL

Also available in the MD version, designed for thinner faces and for children, Unica has a patented expulsion system for exhaled air. The in 
and out circuits are separate, with independent breathing flow conduits for inhaling and exhaling to provide the utmost safety and prevent 
the lens from fogging. The MD version of Unica also features a dry valve mouthpiece, a skirt in the finest silicone, and a panoramic lens for 
an amazing field of vision. Available in assorted colors.

masks

WHITE/PINK
BLUE/ORANGE
BLACK/LIME
BLACK/ORANGE
MODEL
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ISCHIA COLOR ISCHIA PANAREA COLOR PANAREA ELBA MD COLOR ELBA MD GIGLIO MD COLOR

0750043 5180043 0750049 0750049 0750042 0750042 0750048

001 001 003

SIL/COL SILTRA SIL/COL SILTRA S/COL S/KL S/BL S/COL

 UNICA  UNICA  
 MD ELBA COLOR ELBA GIGLIO COLOR GIGLIO EXTREME EVO

1700001 1700002 0750041 0750041 0750047 0750047 0750033

001 003 001 003 001 003

S/COL S/COL S/COL S/KL S/BL S/COL S/KL S/BL S/KL S/BL

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

MODEL CODE

CODE DETAIL

MATERIAL

COLOR

ADULT

JUNIOR

KID

SKIRT IN SILICONE

MODEL CODE

CODE DETAIL

MATERIAL

COLOR

ADULT

JUNIOR

KID

SKIRT IN SILICONE

SAFETY LENSES

masks
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